
Together, We Can Defy Climate Change
Our planet is in crisis – that’s an indisputable fact. Yet, our governments are failing to treat the
crisis with the urgency it needs.

We need to step up and do our part.

DefiClimate is a grassroots initiative that educates, empowers, and rewards people everywhere
for meaningful proactive action in combating climate change.

Avoidance First
DefiClimate advocates an ‘avoidance-first’ approach to climate action.

It doesn’t matter how much we recycle or offset our emissions if we don’t significantly cut back
the greenhouse gas emissions we produce in our daily life. The focus is to decarbonize –
reduce our CO2 output – which starts with making conscious and discerning consumer choices
toward low-carbon living.

First, we avoid unnecessary carbon emissions in our daily life.
Second, we offset the emissions we can’t avoid.

Together, we can do what our governments can’t: defy climate change!

What We Do
Our solution: a global, accountable, and autonomous approach to climate action through the
following:

● DefiClimate: a user-friendly climate action app to empower your decarb journey.
● The Decarb Exchange (DecarbEx): a carbon offsetting exchange for purchasing and

selling certified high-quality carbon credits.
● Climate4D: a scientifically accurate simulation of climate change that uses real-world

data and actual climate projections to show how Earth will look over the next 80 years,
through to 2100.

● The Daily Climate: a carefully curated collection of climate how-tos and investigative
reports, the latest on climate technology developments, and trending news on climate
change.



Transparency & Accountability
Concepts such as carbon neutral, net zero, and climate positive have become popular
buzzwords in recent years, but these fancy terms are more often used in greenwashing than
enacting actual change. This has led to soaring carbon emissions instead of the reverse, due to
a “burn now, pay later” attitude.

We’re here to shine the light on meaningful actions that produce measurable, verifiable, and
lasting reductions in carbon emissions, as opposed to misleading “feel-good” measures. In line
with that, DefiClimate addresses the following critical issues in the carbon credit marketplace by
leveraging Web 3.0 technologies to prevent fraud and counterfeit:

1. Authenticity & Integrity of Carbon Credits
● Public Blockchain

○ A transparent, public, and permanent ledger to record all carbon offset
transactions, which allows you to KYC: Know Your Carbon.

● Rigorous Auditing Processes
○ External Auditing: DefiClimate is in the process of obtaining ISO 9001

and ISO 27001 certifications, which will ensure all operations are audited
to these standards.

○ Standards-Based Auditing: DefiClimate strives to meet or exceed
industry best practices and government requirements.

○ Crowdsourced Auditing: DefiClimate will be subject to quality reviews
by public peers, which allows us to be held accountable and benefit from
the wisdom of the crowd.

2. A Transparent and Fair Marketplace
● Using the blockchain, our public ledger records all transactions from the moment

a carbon offset is generated to the point it is sold. This allows you to Know Your
Carbon, i.e. track its history and entire journey from the marketplace to its
eventual sale. This prevents double counting of carbon offsets and ensures that
each carbon credit is limited to a single use.

● Our carbon offsetting exchange, DecarbEx, is built on Decentralized Finance
(DeFi) technology, which facilitates instant, transparent, and irreversible financial
transactions around the world without any intermediaries.

● Suppliers looking to sell large volume carbon offsets will be able to get their
carbon offsets certified, monitor their use, have access to public and permanent
financial records, and be able to present the entire transaction history in a clear
audit trail for regulatory authorities and auditors.

● DefiClimate offers a range of carbon offsets graded by quality, verifiability, and
impact (AAA, A, B, and C). AAA and A are the top-rated carbon offsets, catering
to the needs of organizations with large carbon footprints (e.g. Oil & Gas and
Aviation companies), while B & C are lower grade and more relevant for
individuals with relatively low carbon footprints. This graded system, coupled with



complete transparency on each carbon offset’s history, allows buyers to choose
the right grade of carbon offset that meets their personal or business needs.

3. A Low-Carbon Cryptocurrency (coming soon)
Carboreum - DefiClimate’s low-carbon cryptocurrency - is generated via a Proof of
Impact (PoI) algorithm using real-life green activities that reduce carbon emissions,
instead of energy-intensive computation tasks for the Proof of Work (PoW) algorithm
used by Bitcoin and Ethereum.

Learn about our mission and goals. [Link to Our Mission]
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